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Abstract: This article, based on an open-question survey completed in 2018, engages with McAdams
and Manczak’s approaches to life stories (2015) and Mayer’s ten elements of the shaman myth
(2008) to explore the way contemporary people based in the UK, who define themselves as shamans,
talk about their becoming a shaman. Individual narratives point out the intricate meeting points
between different shamanic traditions and the importance of continuous innovation. They highlight
the complex network of human and beyond-human authority and problematize the place, meaning
and agency of the self. Contemporary shamanism is a widespread, manifold and multifaceted
phenomenon, which we argue is not as different from traditional forms of shamanism as some
studies suggest.
Keywords: traditional and neo-shamanism; contemporary western shamans; apprenticeship; initiation;
agency and hierarchy; narrative construction; UK

1. Placing Shamans in Context
Shamanism is said to be one of the oldest forms of religion, with shamans as the traditional,
indigenous and holistic specialists in charge of their trade. This view has been promoted and also
criticized, the latter especially by pointing out its constructed, or in some cases ‘invented’, nature.
Shamanism in a traditional sense is local, and its knowledge is culture-bound and linked strongly to a
ritual system (Walsh 1990, pp. 15–17). However, there also are quasi-universal elements to be found
across different types of local, ethnic or indigenous shamanism, elements which can make different
local practices seem like variations of certain types of religious practices, namely shamanism. Thereby,
cross-cultural definitions of shamanism have appeared (Eliade 1964; De Heusch 1981; Lewis 1989)
which have shaped the understanding of what the contours of the category of shamanism are. Although
they have been widely criticized in scientific circles, these universal categories are still very popular in
contemporary practices (Noel 1997; Wallis 2003; Znamenski 2007; Boekhoven 2013). Thus, the tension
between particular and universal traits and characteristics remains not only at the center of the
discussion about shamanism in its traditional forms, but also at the center of its practice in its current
forms. In our contemporary society, people ‘who consider themselves to be shamans or to be doing
‘shamanic’ things’ (Harvey 1997, p. 107 cited in Wallis 2003) are a rather large and diverse group.
These ‘shamanic’ things mentioned by Harvey are western in nature and mostly urban-based,
but can be (to various degrees) connected to shamanic traditions, and in some cases are built
on a mix of different traditions. They are known in the research literature as neo-shamanism
(Wallis 1999; Davidov 2010), a term closely related to Core shamanism, Harner’s modern, simplified
and universalistic way of practice (Harner 2009). Both neo-shamanism and Core shamanism fall,
according to Townsend, under the category of ‘modern shamanic spirituality’ (Townsend in Walter
and Neumann Fridman 2004, pp. 49–58). People involved in these practices consider themselves either
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practitioners of shamanism or shamans. We are interested in the way people come to understand
themselves and the things they do as shamanic, the way they appropriate a certain vocabulary and
the type of words, images and metaphors they use in order to explain who they are and what they
do, and most of all, in the process of becoming a shaman in a modern context. A crucial—and to
our knowledge novel—means of understanding modern shamanism and especially its relationship
to traditional shamanism is to examine self-narratives. Narratives allow us to probe people’s
understanding of how they became shamans and what their roles as shamans are. Given that both the
transition into shamanhood and the understanding of what a shaman stands for are central features
of the practice, narratives allow us to study critical features of shamanism that would be difficult to
pinpoint with other methods.
To this purpose, we use the results obtained from an open-ended, internet-based survey, which was
based on the existing literature on shamanism and shamanic practices. In this article, we engage with
the answers given by respondents from the United Kingdom who considered themselves a shaman and
with questions related to the process, experience and definition of becoming a shaman. The extensive
answers were analyzed as narratives, firstly by using McAdams and Manczak’s construction of identity
through life stories models (McAdams and Manczak 2015) for a structural comparison between
different narratives and secondly, by using Gerhard Mayer’s attributions of a shaman (Mayer 2008) for
a thematic comparison between different narratives. At the core of the narratives are definitions of
what a shaman is which are related to the identity of the narrator and the accounts of experiences in
the process of becoming. We interpret these self-definitions and experiences, based on our two-fold
analysis, and reflect on them through the characteristics of traditional shamanism and neo-shamanism
as described in the literature, which we use as points of reference. In other words, in this article we
are interested in comparing among narratives of becoming a shaman in order to understand how
contemporary shamans see themselves and their practices, as well as to see how these narratives
relate to accounts in the existing literature on different forms of shamanism. The narratives, therefore,
are central to this article. By looking at self-narratives to understand contemporary shamanism and its
relation to traditional shamanism, we sought to highlight the importance of using ‘experience’ and
narrative as the object of research of contemporary forms of shamanism.
1.1. Becoming and Being a Traditional Shaman
Mircea Eliade, whose work has influenced not only the study but also the practice of shamanism
(Wallis 2003), identifies shamanism, comparing its different traditional forms as an ‘archaic technique
of ecstasy’ and defines the shaman as ‘a psychopomp, and he may also be a priest, mystic, and poet’
who both cures and performs miracles (Eliade 1964, p. 4). According to Eliade, the shaman is beyond
space and time. He lives in the mythical dimension, which enables the envisioning of continuous
cycles of death and rebirth. He crosses and travels at will between different realms of existence, and
communicates directly with spirits, animals and plants. Through ecstasy, which according to him is the
foremost ‘technique’ of shamanism, the shaman enters and leaves this primordial and universal state
of being human, being permeated by the ‘mysteries’ of nature at will. The shaman undertakes these
crossings on behalf of individuals, but also for the collective good. According to Eliade, through the
shaman, one can access the experiences which have been lost to the ordinary person. This is something
the shaman learns to do through his own experiences (Eliade 1964).
Though in most cases the shaman is a ‘general practitioner’, shamans are described as playing
a great diversity of roles that can be divided into ‘subspecialties’, (Lenski 2013). Most importantly,
shamans are said to mediate between different realms of existence such as that of humans and those of
spirits, and between different types of spirits and humans, but also among humans. This mediation
takes place first of all, but not only, between the so-called upper and lower realms of existence where
spirits of different kinds reside (see, for example, Eliade 1964), but also mediate ‘divisions of caste and
class relations’ in between humans, according to Taussig (1991). Travelling or journeying between
the realms and worlds (Blain 2003) happens most of the time but not exclusively, through ecstatic
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methods, with or without the help of plants (some of them entheogens) or animal allies, and through
the use of different tools, of which drums and rattles are the most well-known. In some cultural
contexts, journeying is replaced or complemented by instructions received in dreams (Handelman 1967;
Holmberg 1983). The use of allies and tools is connected to techniques which are learned. Learning or
receiving these skills is an important part of becoming a shaman.
In most cases, shamanic powers are inherited and developed either through blood ties between
shamans (in this case we speak of hereditary lineages), or through significant teacher/disciple
relationship(s), where unbroken lines of initiation are important (Lindquist 2005). Unbroken lines of
initiation refer to strong and continuous teacher–student relationships, where knowledge and skills
are transmitted from person to person through formal apprenticeship. These powers are special in a
spiritual but also in a social sense. Diószegi, researching Central Asian forms of shamanism, teaches
us that becoming a shaman is also possible through non-human lineages: talent and powers may be
inherited, but they also can be acquired without learning from a human teacher or receiving them
from a (shaman) ancestor. An important role in becoming a traditional shaman, Diószegi mentions,
is the spirits, who determine not only if one becomes a shaman but also the power one is able to
possess and use. The spirits are the ones who will decide if blood ties or in-person learning is to be
of effect, as ‘all shamans, whether they stem from a shaman family or not, become shamans at the
wish of the spirits only’ (Diószegi 1960, p. 150). In the context of his research, Diószegi observed that
shamans become more or less powerful as they are influenced by the capacities of their spirits. They are
affected also by the nature of spirits, which influences if one becomes a white/benevolent/healer or
black/harming/magician shaman (see also Birx 2005, p. 2080). If blood ties and in-person contact are
not essential for becoming a shaman, the locality and place-boundedness of transmission is widened,
cancelling the exclusively local character of shamanic knowledge.
As spirits play such an important role in shamanism, it is worth exploring what or who these
spirits are. In the Central Asian context, spirits are related to everything that exists, such as persons,
animals, plants but also to objects. Elements of nature such as places, rivers, mountains also have
spirits, while ancestors and so called ‘master spirits’, or spirits which are beyond the material realm,
also exist. The knowledge of these spirits is not bound by space as ‘the spirits and ghosts know
everything because being bodiless they can get everywhere’ (Diószegi 1960, p. 8). Shamans establish
contact with these entities, communicate and are able to gather them and share the knowledge received
from them for the purpose of sharing it with those in need or with the larger community they are
part of. The shamans are not acting for themselves, but on behalf of others, individuals or a whole
community. While in some cultures there exists a hierarchy between spirits depending on their power,
in most cultures we only see hierarchy in the subordination of the shaman to the spirits and in the
subordination of the non-initiated humans, or the ‘clients’ of the shaman to the shaman itself.
Shamanic activities happen within the context of a culture which has a place for shamanic activities
not only through an adequate cosmology but also through a social context which recognises and
values the activities of a shaman. As far as the social context is concerned, recognition of a shaman by
the members of a group and use of the shaman’s services is crucial (Reinhard 1976). Singh explains
that the recognition of a possible shaman is very often social and it is based on markers which are
recognized by the community and which are related to some kind of ‘innate peculiarity, such as
perennial illness (Lebra 1966; Schefold 1988), an extra finger (Bernstein 2008) or ambiguous sexual
identity (Coleman et al. 1992; Peletz 2006; Singh 2018). Such characteristics single out individuals more
capable of becoming shamans. Serious, mostly terminal illnesses, followed by miraculous recoveries
are seen as signs of the ability of a person to heal oneself (thus the wounded healer trope is strongly
connected to shamans) and healing others. Indeed, these illnesses and physical peculiarities are seen as
being initiatory in nature, part of the ‘call’ of the spirits and thus also part of the process of becoming a
shaman. As a practitioner mentions, in most cases an initial illness is perceived as a trial but is not
necessarily the same experience as the individual’s actual initiation into being a shaman (Pratt 2007).
All these ‘signs’ are tendencies rather than confirmations.
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Recognition as a possible shaman signals the beginning of a long (Pritzker 2000) and often arduous
process of apprenticeship. The trials an apprentice goes through either stop completely after the
initiation or continue for a lifetime (Singh 2018). It is during these trials that the tools of the trade are
learned or received. In some traditions, these tools can be used before a proper initiation, in other
traditions they depend on the initiation and only after being ‘reborn as a shaman’ can one master and
use techniques such as songs, rituals, and knowledge or experience of medicinal or entheogenic plants
(Birx 2005, p. 2079).
The end of the period of apprenticeship is a trial, mostly taking place as a form of symbolic death
or dismemberment, which then will be repeated several times throughout one’s life as a shaman.
This trial is mentioned as an initiation. Eliade considered a dismemberment experience, dream or
vision in which the shaman is taken apart in some way by helping spirits as a common and essential
feature of shamanism (Eliade 1964). However, this step is not essential in all cultures, according to a
shamanic practitioner (Pratt 2007). Nevertheless, in most contexts, becoming a traditional shaman
remains a complex and difficult process, where one’s life is often also at stake: ‘Becoming a shaman
isn’t simple. There has to be some kind of difficult journey, a process with complex spiritual, social and
personal repercussions, and if you survive it, you’ll be okay’ (Levin 2019, p. 175).
The apprenticeship is an important element in the process of becoming a shaman. The literature
concerning the apprenticeship of traditional shamans distinguishes different models. Lewis (2003)
makes a distinction between two phases of apprenticeship: one human, implying a line of transmission
between humans, thus from a shaman to an apprentice, and one spiritual which involves spirit(s) and
intermediary beings. Another model of apprenticeship is proposed by Wilson (2013), who considers
the process of becoming a shaman as beginning with an initial possessory experience, a phase of
development and learning from humans and/or spirits, and ending with the point of recognition of
‘having the ability to manage his psychic experiences, so that he is no longer personally at risk, and is
able to use his spiritual skills in ways (such as healing) that are recognized as being valuable to other
members of the community’.
While considering these accounts of traditional shamanism, we need to mention that some of
them, especially Eliade’s work and his definition of a shaman, are considered essentialist and thus need
to be looked at critically. This does not mean, however, that such ideas have not had a crucial impact
on the modern practices of shamanism (Noel 1997; Wallis 2003; Znamenski 2007; Boekhoven 2013),
where exactly universalistic, essentialist and context-neglecting perspectives have gained influence, as
we will discuss in the following part.
1.2. Neo-Shamanism: Say What?
Shamanisms, traditional or new, never happen in isolation, but are always ‘embedded in wider
systems of thought and practice’ (Atkinson 1992, p. 315). In the same way as shamanism was
described as an universal practice of making connections with the spiritual realm(s) through ‘ecstasy’
(Eliade 1964), neo-shamanism is proposed as a general category of practice for the western world
(Lindquist 1997). Neo-shamanism implies a distinction between traditional shamanism, based on
tradition and lineage, passed down from generation to generation within specific cultural traditions
and social formations and ‘improvised, provisional shamanic rituals and experiences often born within
workshop settings and informed by past (or recent) ethnographic literature’ (DuBois 2011, p. 111).
Traditions are, in neo-shamanic points of reference, being ‘revived, rediscovered or reinvented’ (Blain
and Wallis 2000, p. 395) as part of the personal ‘identity business’ (Comaroff and Comaroff 2009, p. 74).
Neo-shamanism is said to result in large measure from the circulation of the literature on
shamanism (shamanovels and shamantropology according to Noel 1997; see also Von Stuckrad 2005;
Znamenski 2007). It makes use of altered states of consciousness and engagement with other life forms
such as spirits or helpers (‘allies’) for purposes such as healing, upgrading to a higher consciousness
and finding the true, authentic self. In this regard, neo-shamanism is an individualist phenomenon
(Hutton 2007) which is based on direct spiritual experience (Adler 1979) and lacks the social role
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and purpose of its traditional counterparts, processes which have been described by Townsend as
the democratization of shamanism (Townsend 2005, p. 5). Shamans in this context seem to be able
to move between worlds and between different realities. Most present-day shamans seem to be
cosmopolites with mobility-filled lives, many of whom move easily between realms of traditional
religion and healing or corporate environments. Flexibility also implies transnational mobility and
‘religious foraging’ (Farahmand and Rouiller 2016). For most of them, the issue is not authenticity,
as they do not try to reconstruct practices exactly as in the past, but rather flexibility, the capacity to
adapt and translate between different environments, which might be characterized as a characteristic
of the neoliberal subject (Mitchell 2003; Freeman 2011). Authenticity in this sense refers to the specific
and culture-bound characteristics of beliefs and practices.
The specificity of neo-shamanic practice is two-fold: on the one hand, the reappropriation
of the pure ‘other’ traditions, and on the other hand, their incorporation into an already existing
system of belief, as part of a quest for authenticity, ‘roots’ (Lindquist 1997) and self-development
(Boekhoven 2013, p. 247). This system of belief is individual, while authenticity is connected to a sense
of authority which can be borrowed from what is seen as tradition. In this context, tradition is closely
related to the idea of identity and becomes, as Friedman explains, connected to an ‘ongoing process
of negotiation and struggle’ (Friedman 1992, p. 18). This also means that individual experiences do
not necessarily need to be recognized by others; social embeddedness is not necessary for becoming
and being a shaman. According to practitioners of shamanism, the role of the shaman is first of all
that of healing and being a visionary (Ingerman and Wesselman 2010), healing, which includes care
of the self and possibly of others, self-actualization (Noll 1989), but also a healing relationship with
nature (Achterberg 2002). However, the social maintains its importance through becoming an audience
(Friedman 1992) and thus also a witness in the search for spiritual values through the ‘method’ that
shamanism is considered to be (Znamenski 2007, p. 168). In this sense, shamanism is reduced to being
one of the many different ways or methods to develop and reach the authentic self.
The process of becoming a shaman has become ‘a distinct literary category’ (Clifton 1994 in
Wallis 2003, p. 1), populating entire shelves in bookstores and libraries. Neo-shamanic accounts of
becoming emphasize experience and its authenticity, relations of learning based on human to human
and human to spirit encounters and transmissions of knowledge and power. The spirits met are not
necessarily local, just as the use of allies is transcultural. The trust in them also increases; spirits
are not necessarily submitted to scrutiny, but are accepted readily as guides (Burkett 2005). Indeed,
shamanism has grown into a global scene where human and non-human actors from both indigenous
cultures and western countries mingle and share, without distinct hierarchies and where techniques
are borrowed, renewed and mixed on a larger scale (just like traditional forms of shamanism that are
never static either) and the (authentic) self becomes the ultimate goal but also the ultimate authority on
such ‘spiritual’ matters.
As individual experiences are crucial both in traditional and neo-shamanic contexts, in this
article we explore the self-narratives of becoming a shaman, in which contemporary individuals who
identify as a shaman make sense of their experiences and, while speaking, (re)shape their sense of self
(McAdams and Manczak 2015). This is what we focus on: How do contemporary shamans talk about
their becoming and being a shaman? How do they see themselves and their practices? How do they
communicate their experiences when talking about themselves?
2. Materials and Methods
This article is based on a survey collecting the narratives of shamans and shamanic practitioners
who are active online. The complete survey consists of a total of 44 questions, of which 15 were
multiple-choice questions and 30 open-ended ones. Seven questions aimed at collecting general
details. Respondents could choose which questions they wished to answer, allowing partial responses.
The survey was initially built on the Survey Planet free platform, ensuring that a link could be shared
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with the possible participants. For the purpose of data retrieval, during the research an upgrade was
made to the Pro version of the same platform.
The link to the survey was posted as a trial in February 2018 on an international online community
group of shamans, with the approval of the admins. In the text accompanying the link to the survey we
requested help, stated the scientific and academic purpose of the study and invited people to contact
the author with any questions/comments. The survey was posted subsequently during the month
of February on several similar groups for shamans or shamanism, following the same procedure.
The data collection was closed at the end of March 2018. For the purpose of this article, the results
have been filtered to include only: (1) respondents from the UK which have self-identified as shamans
and (2) answers given to a limited amount of questions (namely Q3, Q4, Q6, Q8, Q9, Q12, Q13 and
Q38, Q39, Q40, Q42 for general, contextual information about the respondents which can be found
in Appendix A). The selection for the UK was purely practical. After receiving answers from 163
respondents, we decided to narrow down our research to the UK, which had the most respondents per
country with a positive answer to the question as to whether they considered themselves a shaman.
From the 44 questions the survey consisted of, we chose to focus on the ones which dealt with becoming,
skills, and networks as the topic of our discussion focuses on the process of becoming a shaman. At the
end of this selection, the sample for this article consisted of 14 respondents and their answers to seven
questions. Details about the age, gender, education, relationship status and place of residents of the
respondents are visible in the table below (Table 1).
Table 1. Contextual factors of the respondents.
Respondent
1

1
9
18
24
26
40
65
71
81
88
96
129
143
154
1

Age

Gender

Education

Place of Residence

55–64
55–64
55–64
65–74
45–54
55–64
55–64
35–44
45–54
35–44
55–64
55–64
65–74

Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female

Some college credits, no degree
High school graduate, diploma or the equivalent
Professional degree
Trade/technical/vocational training
Bachelor’s degree
High school graduate, diploma or the equivalent
Trade/technical/vocational training
-2
High school graduate, diploma or the equivalent
Some college credits, no degree
Professional degree
Master’s degree
Bachelor’s degree
Trade/technical/vocational training

In the countryside
In the countryside
In the countryside
In a city
In a smaller town
In a smaller town
In the countryside
In the countryside
In a city
In a smaller town
In the countryside
In the countryside
In the countryside
In the countryside

Bold in this table indicates the respondents whose answers were used for the case study.
table indicates that the respondent omitted to reply this question.

2

The hyphenate in this

These contextual factors have not been used in our analysis, which focuses on the text of the
narratives, following Geertz’s idea that culture can be read as an assemblage of texts (Geertz 1973).
Our respondents accounts are narratives about themselves, which we analyze as such by using two
methods: McAdams and Manczak’s aggregation of life story approaches and Mayer’s attributions of
the shaman, therefore looking at the narratives as structures of constructing meaning and narratives as
building upon tropes.
On the basis of the results of this analysis, we then reflect on the literature concerning
shamanism and neo-shamanism. In this body of literature, we also encounter narratives about
and of, and interpretations of narratives about and of, different forms of shamanism.
3. Shamans Talking about Themselves: Exploring Contemporary Narratives
Growing interest in identity construction and the role of discourse in its construction has attracted
a lot of attention in the last two decades (Elliott 2005). While there is still no single or standard approach
which is generally recognized as representing the narrative method of analysis, narratives can be
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defined as ‘discourses with a clear sequential order that connect events in a meaningful way for a
definite audience’ (Hinchman and Hinchman 1997). This definition encloses three important features
of narratives: ‘the temporal nature of social life as providing a rationale for a narratively informed
methodology’, ‘the evaluative or subjective dimension of narratives and their ubiquity within everyday
social interaction’, and the ‘social processes surrounding the production and consumption of narratives’
(Elliott 2005, pp. 36–37). Although most researchers focus on one of these dimensions of narratives,
we decided to analyze our material while taking into consideration the three features noted above.
As a story evolves, a self-narrative is internalized by the storyteller for the purpose of making
sense of their life over time. This is called the life story. These stories provide the storyteller with
some semblance of unity, purpose and meaning. They are shaped by contextual factors such as culture,
religion and class and draw upon one’s own experiences. This makes them psychosocial constructions
of the self. Research on life stories and personal narratives first appeared during the 1970s and 1980s.
McAdams (1985) life story model of identities brought three dimensions of the life story forward.
This model interpreted the life story as an integrative story answering the questions: Who am I?
How did I come to be? Where could my life be going? It is the constructed past and the imagined
future (McAdams and Manczak 2015). Researchers on life stories have developed structured interviews
that paralleled the categories people often organize their life by, for example, broad periods in life,
recurrent events, and specific scenes that stand out in their significance. Although this model has been
developed for narratological life story interviews, it can also serve as a tool for analyzing other forms
of narrative data. By using the life story analysis on our respondents’ narratives, we can look at the
way these respondents place the becoming of a shaman in their life stories and how this determines
their role as a shaman.
As a second way of looking at our narratives, we chose to look at the narratives of selected
respondents in terms of the coherence of the whole story, the most important details and the foremost
messages which the respondents wanted to convey. For this purpose, we made use of Mayer’s
attributions of the shaman (Mayer 2008). Mayer identifies ten different possibilities of interpretation of
what a shaman can be, which are all part of the ‘myth’ of the shaman as constructed and understood
by western societies. For this purpose, he describes four areas which refer to the image of the shaman:
the neo-shaman, the urban shaman, technoshamanism and cybershamanism. These areas point to the
different sources of inspiration and knowledge relevant for contemporary shamans, sources which
partly come from traditional shamans and partly from elsewhere. We identify these attributions in
each account and compare them to each other. Surprisingly, not all of the attributions mentioned by
Mayer are present in our respondents’ narratives.
Reflecting on the literature on becoming and being a shaman in the traditional sense and the
literature on neo-shamanic forms, we have identified some specific elements which we could expect to
resurface in our material. Regarding both traditional shamanism and neo-shamanism, there seems to
be a pattern of particulars, almost tropes, for the narrative of becoming a shaman, as outlined in the
introduction. Within traditional shamanism, Wilson (2013) sets out a clear model of apprenticeship
which roughly entails an introduction, the apprenticeship itself, the initiation and the recognition.
According to him, the introduction mostly involves some kind of possessory experience (Wilson 2013)
or some kind of physical or mental peculiarity which is recognized by the community as a sign or
mark of a potential shaman (Singh 2018). The apprenticeship is the period in which the individual
learns the techniques and skills of shamanism, the most important being the journeying between
realms (Blain 2003) and the ability to make contact and communicate with spirits (Wilson 2013).
The apprenticeship ends with an initiation by means of a trial, mostly constituted by a symbolic death
or dismemberment. The period of ‘becoming’ ends with the recognition of the individual’s skills by the
community, wherein these skills are seen as valuable to other members of the community (Wilson 2013).
The spirits play an important role throughout the process, as they are responsible for the powers a
shaman acquires and uses (Diószegi 1960). Therefore, a shaman can only be fully recognized as a
shaman by the spirits.
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Within neo-shamanism, becoming a shaman does not have a clear linear structure, but three
features are recurrent: the initial experience, the learning process and self-healing. The initial experience
is individual and concentrates around a reappraisal of one’s own position in a complex universe.
To become a shaman, one must first be able to heal oneself, before possibly healing others (Noll 1989).
This is also visible in how practitioners speak about these issues. As it is individual, it does not
necessarily need to be socially recognized (Ingerman and Wesselman 2010). The learning process is
also individual, and the individual remains in charge of what and how it is learned. An individual is
able to heal by using altered states of consciousness and by engaging with beyond-human life-forms
which can also teach skills (Adler 1979).
3.1. Contemporary Narratives—Tropes and Coherence: Who Is in Charge?
The developed narrative construction analyzing systems, as outlined in the beginning, look at the
respondents as autobiographical authors who place the apprenticeship of becoming a shaman in these
stories. These analyzing systems access themes of agency and communion, redemption and contamination,
narrative coherence, and variations of the ideas of autobiographical reasoning and meaning-making
(McAdams and Manczak 2015). The respondents were not asked to tell their life story, but were given
questions that made them reflect on who they are, how they became this person and how they see
themselves in relation to other shamans. While studying their answers according to the narrative
construction analysis, we reflected on what the respondents said and how they said it. Some took the
opportunity to give us a very detailed narrative of their life story in just one answer, others answered
the question more directly and in a few words. However, all these answers given by one respondent
form a single compact assembly together. Taking this into account, we looked at the whole narrative
per respondent, analyzed it by the themes of narrative construction and put all the different forms of
one theme alongside each other, thereby reflecting on the individual and collective levels.
Agency and coherence are two concepts originating from J. Adler’s longitudinal study of narrative
identity development and mental health (Adler 2012). His focus on agency and coherence is premised
on the dual aims of narrative identity: purpose and unity. Agency in narratives is understood as
the manner in which the protagonist can affect their own lives and achieve some degree of control
over the course of their experience, and, by extension, their self-sufficiency. Where agency represents
purpose, coherence represents unity. Coherence is the degree in which the protagonist sufficiently
describes the background information of the story, or details about the setting for the narrative that
follows (Adler 2012). It is also the degree to which the narratives have a causal sequence or a thematic
integration (McAdams and Manczak 2015).
Among our respondents, the degree of agency of the person differed strongly. Sometimes they did
not experience any choice but were assigned by the spirits, like Respondent 1: ‘I first became aware of
the spirits when I was 15 and they started teaching me.’ To the question whether they had received an
initiation, the participant responded with: ‘[ . . . ] I don’t require a shanar [dedication ritual of a Buryat
shaman], as the spirits have given me one incrementally over the years.’ Respondent 71 answered that
‘the Earth called, leading to expansive revelation experiences.’ Much more often, it was the person who
was exploring themselves by research or practice or suffering a serious illness, who then had a spiritual
experience during which the spirits visited, and after which they chose this path. Respondent 24 became
very ill and did not expect to live. ‘In my weakened state, [these] same spirits returned and told me I
could live if I chose to work with them. I chose life and they taught me.’ While one of the respondents
mentions agency in giving empowerment, thus talking about a transition of agency from the spirit realm
into the respondent’s; for others, agency is framed in terms of answering to a call and experiencing
unexpected results. This element of surprise seems to be present in more accounts. In most cases, the
element of surprise is provoked by the choice given by the spirits, considering that it is the person who
willingly gives up their agency for a life full of surprises controlled by the spirits.
Considering coherence as the causal sequence evident in the responses, most responses display a
high degree of coherence. The question: ‘In what way has your interest in shamanism changed you?’
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stimulated people to reflect on their stories and made people think about the causal sequence of their story.
This causal sequence manifests itself in two ways: Whereas most respondents talked about the change in
themselves, others mentioned perceiving the world around them differently. The changes in themselves
included behavioral changes, like in Respondent 9, who stated that their interest in shamanism had
‘realigned [them] to [their] work,’ or in Respondent 18, who felt ‘less tolerant of new age nonsense.’
When coherence is present in the display of the surrounding world, the responses do not necessarily
consist of a change. They could also be retrospective, like Respondent 65, who mentioned: ‘throughout
my childhood the spirit world was close and continued to be all throughout my life.’
In contrast with agency, communion is not about the respondent as an individual manifesting
her/himself, but about the participation of the respondent in some larger community or organization.
For McAdams et al. (1996), these two categories are the central thematic lines in the stories people
construct to provide their lives with unity and purpose. At its core, communion involves different
people coming together and having communicative relationships. This concept of communion can be
subdivided into four categories: love/friendship, dialogue, care/help, community (McAdams et al. 1996).
Especially the category community as belonging to some larger community, experiencing a sense of
unity or solidarity with a group of people or even with all of humankind, reappears in the answers
of the respondents. Most respondents feel connected with the spirits or spirit allies, with the whole
earth and all of mankind, and sometimes they also feel connected to other shamans through the work
they do. Respondent 9, for example, has found shamanism ‘via lineage and past lives,’ and is now
‘of service.’ This work is part of the category care/help, which all respondents feel to be one of their
functions in the shamanic life. Some state to ‘be at service for humanity’ or ‘being a channel for healing
others.’ The relations these respondents have are not always equal—some communities are strictly
hierarchical. The phrase ‘to be at service’ consists of a submission of the respondent to the community.
Just as life stories can be compared with respect to the salience of the theme agency versus
communion, they can also be contrasted in terms of the theme of redemption versus contamination
(McAdams 2001). The redemption sequence is the extent to which the participant is able to transform or
redeem bad scenes into good outcomes. The contrasting narrative form of the redemption sequence
is the contamination sequence, wherein positive scenes transform into bad or negative outcomes
(McAdams 2001). The idea of redemption is highly visible in the stories of the respondents who
experienced an illness or a near-death experience. These events were eventually seen by them as the
turning point, which led to the positive outcome of becoming a shaman or a shamanic practitioner.
In their weakened state, these respondents were visited by the spirits who gave them the option
to live or to choose this path; therefore, this illness or breakdown was seen as a preparatory state.
The contrasting sequence, contamination, was surprisingly invisible in these responses.
One of the major characteristics of well-formed life stories is assigning a strong sense of meaning
to one’s experiences and oneself. This narrative characteristic has been defined by researchers as
meaning-making, the way that the participant gleans messages or meaning from an event (McLean and
Pratt 2006). Meaning-making is mostly found in narratives that contain any kind of conflicting or
tension-filled events, as crises or vulnerabilities tend to be particularly important for meaning-making.
Unsurprisingly, meaning-making was found in the stories of the respondents who experienced a
form of vulnerability due to a nervous breakdown or a disorder. The category of meaning-making
therefore highly corresponds to the category of redemption found in these answers. Respondent 24
was ‘born with very [bad] sight’ and stated that she would sing ‘to spaces to discover where [she]
was. This helped me to navigate the world, but it also showed what wasn’t there.’ This eventually led
to ‘using [her] voice as ultrasound’, a skill she continues to use with clients. Similarly, Respondent
88 ‘had a nervous breakdown and had entered the spirit world, not knowing how to come back,
very psychologically open in many dimensions and not knowing what was reality and what was
illusion/delusion. It was very frightening at the time. [He] didn’t understand what was happening.’
Later, this event was described in one of the answers as the respondent’s initiation by the spirits.
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Autobiographical reasoning is the process of making inferences about who a person is and what
their life means. This can vary from identifying lessons learned to insights gained in life experiences.
It is the activity of creating relations between the past, present, and future life, and one’s personality
and development, marking this development or growth through sequences of scenes (McAdams and
Manczak 2015; Adler 2012). This category was not present in all the respondents’ answers, but some
mentioned that their personality or life had changed because of their experience with shamanism.
They either felt more ‘of service’ or ‘more at peace with [themselves]’. Nonetheless, not all of the
respondents felt that their life or personality had changed, but they did mention that ‘this [had] always
been [their] life’ and it had ‘realigned [them] to [their] work over many lives’; ‘it was a continuation
of many things [they were] already doing.’ The latter is still an understanding of or insight into the
meaning of their life.
The last two categories, exploratory narrative processing and coherent positive solution, were not
visible at all or only to a limited degree. The exploratory narrative processing refers to the extent
of self-exploration evident in the answers, a development process that enriches narrative identity
over time (Pals 2006). None of the answers consisted of any kind of exploratory narrative processing.
The coherent positive solution, however, was apparent in the answers of two respondents: Respondent
24 who declared to be ‘at service’ and Respondent 88 who mentioned ‘[they] had been prepared
the whole time.’ These two respondents were also the people who elaborated on their story most
extensively. They gave the most detailed answers to the questions, and their responses came closest to
a proper narrative-bibliographical life story interview.
After analyzing these responses using the narrative construction model, we can identify some clear
patterns: considering the respondents who experienced some kind of crisis in their youth – Respondent
24, Respondent 40 and Respondent 88—there is a clear pattern in the way they experience agency and
communion. These respondents experienced something, overcame it, and now consider themselves
at service to the community by having close contact with the spirits. They consider themselves as
individuals having their own agency, but also as part of a broader community or a larger organism.
It seems that a strict dualism between individualism versus collectivism or community does not apply.
For these respondents, both elements of apprenticeship of neo-shamanism and traditional shamanism
are combined. Neo-shamanism is an individual phenomenon involving the use of altered states of
consciousness and the engagement of other life forms for the purpose of self-healing and finding
the true, authentic self (Adler 1979). Neo-shamanism lacks the social role and purpose of traditional
shamanism (Townsend 2005). Although the respondents do feel part of a broader community, they do
not comprehend the same social role as within traditional shamanism. Their community is much
vaguer and less defined, and can be anything other than themselves. This is also the reason why these
respondents found it necessary to conduct the non-profitable part of their work. Some stated clearly
that they do not charge for helping others, as shamanism is a gift which they were given to help others.
When asked to describe whether they have had any kind of initiation, all respondents traced this
initiation to another kind of authority: either to the spirits or another shaman.
In other words, the community authorizes the initiation and this is similar to traditional shamanism
in which recognition by the community plays a very important part in combination with approval
of the spirits. In traditional shamanism, like Singh explains, a person does not find shamanism on
their own, and the whole recognition of a person as a shaman, both the start of the apprenticeship
and the initiation is often social (Singh 2018). A person is recognized as a potential shaman by the
community, mostly by some kind of marker that identifies the individual as capable of becoming a
shaman (Singh 2018). When the respondents were asked to describe how they found shamanism or
how shamanism found them the answers differed from: ‘Quite by accident, had a serious illness and it
began there’ (R40) to ‘Tibetan master who was my Vajrayana Buddhist master’(R18). This indicates
that some respondents were introduced by another authority while others identified themselves as
potential shamans after they experienced self-concluded spiritual markers, such as after suffering
from a serious illness or a near-death experience. The respondents, who were spiritually initiated or
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introduced, had a much higher degree of redemption sequence and meaning making. This resonates more
with the self-agency and individualism found in neo-shamanism than the kind of individualism found
in traditional shamanism (Friedman 1992).
3.2. Contemporary Narratives—Images and Identities: Which Shaman Do You Mean?
As a second method of analysis, we compared Mayer’s attributions of a shaman model to the
responses of our respondents. The shaman, as we have seen from the previous parts of this article,
is a complex and contested figure in modern society, a focal point of increasing interest in today’s
spiritual landscape. However, what precisely a shaman is, how one becomes one and what one ‘does’
as a shaman is rather diverse and depends on different cultural perspectives in a traditional sense.
Traditional forms of shamanism may have an influence on how contemporary shamans think about
themselves and their practices. However, neo-shamanism might also come into play, as one of the
available options.
Mayer’s approach to making sense of this diversity is to identify ten elements of the ‘shaman
myth which form the popular image of shamanism in Western societies’ (Mayer 2008, p. 70). These ten
elements are considered by Mayer as attributions, based on ‘handed down knowledge on traditional
shamans’ (Mayer 2008, p. 71) which are related to a ‘Western, inevitably fragmented, perspective’
(idem). They are: (1) the healer, where a holistic view of the human focuses on recreating the balance by
keeping the ‘social context, the ancestors, the natural environment as well as the cosmos’ (Mayer 2008,
p. 71) in mind; (2) the master of ecstasy, where, roughly following Eliade’s ideas, Mayer identifies the
centrality of the promise of an intense experience where the shaman remains ‘master’ by using his will;
(3) the ‘wanderer between the worlds’, where the access to extraordinary aspects of reality is central—a
person acting with intent, crossing borders and belonging to several cultures and reality realms;
(4) the magician with exceptional skills such as weather-making, divination, psychokinesis, telepathy
and miraculous healing based on ‘self-sacrificial readiness-to-suffer and highly determined attitude’;
(5) the master of metamorphosis into different roles and different entities; (6) the interpreter of the world,
who understands omens, talks to different entities and nature—having insight into the way things are
connected, and thus able to unravel structures of meaning; (7) the respected outsider, the anarchist who
sees beyond the surface of things and stays in tune with a deeper and more important reality, standing
up for true authenticity; (8) the ecologist with access to ancient, traditional knowledge which sees nature
as an archaic power and reminds others of a past when harmony between humans and nature was the
norm; (9) the ‘exponent of a non-materialistic cosmology’, where causality is different, and thus scientific
thought is shown as limited; (10) the exponent of an ‘alternative, individualistic spirituality’ which is
anti-hierarchical, where spiritual helpers and guides are personal, ‘found’ and ‘owned’, while the divine
principle to which the shaman is subordinated remains abstract (Mayer 2008, pp. 84–86). Our question
is whether and in what way these attributes are present in the narratives of the respondents which
identified themselves as shamans?
For this purpose, we chose to look at the responses of respondents as a whole. Narratives from
individual respondents are enlightening through the amount of detail they contain. From the 14
respondents discussed in this article, five respondents have answered the questionnaire’s questions in
such a detailed way that their answers form a well-formed narrative.
Respondent 1’s story is well-structured, full of detail and chronological in order. This narrative
describes the path of life between childhood and present age, highlighting the most important moments,
which are worth mentioning with regard to the topic of the survey, shamanism: becoming aware of
spirits at the age of 15, when the process of receiving teachings from the spirits starts, complemented at
27 by human teachers. This is highlighted by the respondent as an ‘ongoing’ process which underlines
the feeling that ‘this has always been my life’ seen from the perspective of 60 years. This ongoing
process is not something that happens to the respondent, but it completely frames one’s experience
of life in the sense that it becomes life itself (‘it is my life’). In this account, we also learn that the
respondent considers shamanism as ‘work’ and does this in a ‘fairly traditional’ way, following what
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he calls the ‘Mongolian/Central Asian way’. In this respect, training and initiation is strengthened by
‘traditional Mongolian friends’ and by the use of (authentic) ritual objects from these traditions. These
objects are used according to initiation and teachings which target their specific use. An initiation into
shamanhood has been received directly from the spirits ‘incrementally over the years’.
In terms of Mayer’s attributions, in Respondent 1’s narrative, we encounter a tendency towards
being a respected outsider (7). The respondent identifies human and non-human friends and also takes
distance from forms of shamanism that one does not identify with ‘I don’t practice core or new age
shamanism, which are very common in the west’, showing a certain degree of anarchy with respect
to the ‘west’—this alternative reality of the spirit world which is confirmed by friends belonging to
another culture as authentic and ‘traditional’. This respondent also acts as an interpreter (6) through
the use of objects from different cultures, seeming to reveal deeper structures of meaning beyond
culture, which are taught by and allowed access to by the ‘spirits’. In this sense, the respondent is also
a wanderer between worlds (3), human worlds of different cultures and worlds of spirits. An aspect
which seems central to the narrative of this respondent but is not captured by Mayer’s attributions is
that of apprenticeship and hierarchical subordination to the spirits – this seems to be a narrative of
agency willingly given up.
Respondent 24’s story is also chronological and emphasizes the circumstances before the respondent
was visited by spirits and the unique skills this respondent acquired both before and due to these visits.
Relating and navigating through space are made by the respondent through song as one cannot rely on
one sense of sight. Singing was used also to ‘learn’ in ‘darkness’, and this is where spirits start to visit.
The precise moment in life when this happened is unclear, but it can be placed with certainty before
the age of 20, when a severe and almost fatal illness made the spirits return and offer a deal: keeping
one’s life in exchange for ‘work with them’. The respondent actively chooses life and spirits ‘taught’.
Initiation takes place after this ‘long illness’, with one’s ‘mistress spirit’ coming into the respondent
and embodying herself for a timespan of two hours. This process of entering is then ‘moderated’ by
the respondent, in the sense of learning to gain more control over it. The skills and activities that the
respondent mentions concern ‘discover what is displaced’ with the help of ‘ancestral and land spirits’,
healing through ‘embodying spirits who do the healing’ and ancestral fragmentation. As a skill, singing
‘spontaneously all the time’ is seen as important by the respondent. The respondent has been training
with a ‘Scandinavian school’ and was part of a peer group for a longer time. In general, the most
important dimension is that of being of ‘service, rather than just here for myself’, which articulates both
the importance of forms of community and a certain role within them.
In terms of Mayer’s attributions, in Respondent 24’s narrative, we encounter a tendency towards
identification as a healer (1) of others and a ‘mild’ magician (4), who uses the power of one’s voice
‘as ultrasound’ for unexpected purposes. This respondent also speaks of ‘embodying spirits who
do the healing’ thus making a link between the attributions of being a master of metamorphosis
(5) where one embodies and transforms into different entities and the process of healing (1), which is
the main activity of this respondent. Here also, ‘ancestral and land spirits direct’ the respondent to be
of ‘service’—however, the will of this respondent is trained through the years to gain control of the
(length of the) process of possession (‘I began to learn how to moderate the incoming’), which resembles
Mayer’s master of ecstasy (2) attribution.
Respondent 88’s story is also chronological in order but also uses one narrative in order to illustrate
a more general point, which is made in the beginning: ‘I believe people are born shamans and that
you cannot become one’. The historical narrative begins at the age of 20, with exploration and a sense
of being ‘gifted’ and continues with the ‘conspiration’ of spirits to give an initiation at 22. This takes
place through a nervous breakdown in which the ‘spirit world’ is entered, from which the respondent
does not know how to come back. The respondent described this experience as ‘very frightening’
as one was ‘psychically open’ and ‘not knowing what was reality and what was illusion/delusion’.
A diagnosis of schizophrenia kept the respondent wanting to become ‘normal’ for 7 years, ‘ignoring’
being ‘unwell’ (emphasis of the respondent) and now understanding ‘the concept of shamanic sickness’.
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This changed upon meeting the ‘medicine path’, which ‘makes sense’ and also brings back memories
of past lives ‘having walked this path’. Self-healing is done through the use of sacred plants or sacred
medicine (Ayahuasca and San Pedro are mentioned). Along with the realization and memory of
being a shaman, the respondent moves from a position of self-healing to that of a healer, leading
ceremonies. In retrospect, personal difficulties are seen as ‘being prepared’ to ‘navigate the different
realms’, although this ‘path’ was never imagined and was ‘not easy to accept’. The relationship with
spirits is complex and not necessarily hierarchical; the respondent listens to, barters with and trusts
spirits ‘even when you don’t understand’. Being a shaman is not a ‘joke, hoax or a game’, one knows it
is at one’s ‘core’ and not an ‘easy path’. The skills the respondent uses are the ‘traditional medicines
. . . , following the cycles of nature and connecting with the elements’ and having most of the time
‘1 foot in the spirit world’.
In terms of Mayer’s attributions, in Respondent 88’s narrative we encounter a tendency towards
identification as ‘exponent of a non-materialistic cosmology’ (9), where medical science and its diagnosis of
schizophrenia are seen as incomplete and inadequate in establishing the root, cause and use of one’s
problems. When a different form of causality is encountered, when the respondent ‘came across the
medicine path’, ‘everything started to make sense’ as the respondent was ‘already gifted’ and going
through a ‘shamanic sickness’. This makes the respondent a wanderer between ‘different realms’ (3),
between the worlds of here and now and the medicine path, with the help of sacred plants but also
across time and space, through remembering ‘many lifetimes in various parts of the Americas but
mostly southern United States’. Being a healer (1) starts with healing the ‘I’, and according to this
respondent it also seems to stop there. Although the respondent leads ‘sacred medicine ceremonies’,
the goal is not to heal others but rather to use medicines, follow nature and the cycles of elements by
keeping the balance (1). Having ‘1 foot in the spirit world’ points to a continuous access to a different,
alternative part of reality (3), where the respondent listens to, barters with and trusts ‘the spirits’.
Most importantly, Respondent 88 states ‘if you want to become a shaman then you are probably not
one’, referring to the difficult ‘path’ one has to walk.
Respondent 143’s story is less complete, and it also does not necessarily follow a historical
linearity. Important moments identified are receiving oracle cards, joining a friend who was taught
shamanism, going to a clairvoyant and receiving different types of (not necessarily shamanic) training.
The message received from the clairvoyant is described in the most detail, in the vision the respondent
is identified as ‘being with’ a person undergoing a death process which is connected to journeying and
a ‘psychopomp event’. The respondent can ‘journey to people and give them healing’. Skills involve
working for a ‘power animal’, which brings ‘rich rewards’. The path of being a shaman is experienced
as a ‘continuation of many things I was already doing’.
In terms of Mayer’s attributions, in respondent 143’s narrative, we encounter a tendency towards
identification with wandering between the worlds (3), as the emphasis on the psychopomp experience
shows. For this respondent, journeying seems to be the most important experience and tool. Working
for ‘power animals’ connects to being an interpreter (6), however, the relationship implied in the
respondents answer implies not a neutral stance, as proposed in Mayer’s category, but rather a
hierarchical subordination to other entities which are not clearly named.
Respondent 154’s story also follows a historical build-up, with an unclear starting point in time
centered around the experience of ‘odd things’ such as trembling hands and visions experienced by
massage clients. ‘Coming home’ is experienced during a sweat lodge ceremony and is followed and
strengthened by training with ‘allies’ which ‘had been waiting’. ‘Fully committing’ is reached upon
the loss of one’s job and is mentioned in relation to a course on core shamanism and a voice saying,
‘now it is time’. Training was followed for a period of 15 years. The skills listed in this account were
‘communicating with my allies, listening, journeying, being a channel for healing for others’, which is
made possible by having ‘found my song for healing’ and a different way of seeing nature. Healing is
the most important task to be performed in this case.
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In terms of Mayer’s attributions, in Respondent 154’s narrative, we encounter a tendency towards
identification with a master of metamorphosis (5), changing roles and entities and other ‘odd things’
which started to be reported to the respondent by others – here, there seems to be less agency in the
metamorphosis than Mayer’s category suggests. Journeying, communicating with allies and being a
channel are all important aspects for this respondent, which resembles Mayer’s categories of wanderer
between the worlds (3), interpreter who also has a changed relationship to nature (6), and again as a
master of metamorphosis (5). The most important goal is the ‘healing for others’ for which tools such
as ‘my song’ are used, which falls under Mayer’s healer category (1).
Comparing the responses of respondents among themselves, we can observe that the attribution
most often used is that of being a psychonaut and ‘wanderer between the worlds’ (3), followed closely
by the attributions of healer (1) and interpreter of the world (6). Next in line are the attributions of
master of metamorphosis (5), and finally the master of ecstasy (2) respected outsider (7) and an exponent
of non-dualistic cosmology (9) attributions. The attributions not mentioned by our respondents are
those of an ecologist (8) and exponent of an alternative, individualistic spirituality (10). If we compare
these attributions to the way the same characteristics are described in the literature about shamanism
and neo-shamanism, we can see that the most used attributions of the wanderer (3), healer (1) and
interpreter (6) are also categories which are central to the literature about traditional shamanism.
Numerous accounts focus on the travels, journeys, movements and the skills needed for shamans in
order to move between, to wander between different worlds, different realms of existence (Eliade 1964;
Blain 2003). This ability to wander between realms also remains central in neo-shamanic accounts,
although the ‘methods’ and ‘techniques’ used are therefore different, and are often learned from
different sources, making use of tools from more than one shamanic tradition. Among the diverse
tasks taken up by traditional shamans, that of healing is mentioned as one of the most important.
Especially in neo-shamanism, the importance of healing increases, making it central both for the self
and also possible for others. The attribution of being an interpreter has a different connotation in the
literature concerning traditional shamans, where the shaman translates foremost between humans and
spirits, for the benefit of the community. Our respondents interpret between cultures, using objects and
artefacts from different settings, which are being taught and allowed access to by spirits (Respondent 1).
They also interpret among helpers or allies and spirits, where interpretation is connected to the ability
to understand and act upon their wishes (respondent 143). Interpreting the languages of different
realms, translating messages from ‘beyond’ into action (respondent 154) also takes place. Surprisingly,
although individualism seems to be mentioned as one of the foremost characteristics of neo-shamanism
and one of its main differences from traditional shamanism, Mayer’s shaman as an exponent of an
alternative, individualistic spirituality (10) is not found in our accounts.
4. Shamans and Contemporary Narratives: Do We Need a New Compass?
Looking at our respondents’ responses with the help of our two methods of analysis has highlighted
a few typical ways of constructing a narrative, some important tropes present in their narratives and
emphases placed on different roles and visions of what a shaman is and is meant to be.
First of all, we can notice that agency, its loss, regain and mastery are prominent in all accounts.
In this sense, people’s narratives focus on reinterpreting earlier struggles. We can observe a rather
linear way of talking about agency by all our respondents. Temporarily, we start from a point when
individuals lose their agency due to forces outside of themselves, either through sickness, an initial
(unpleasant or misunderstood) visit from the spirit s or an unexpected event in their life. This initial
moment is connected strongly to a first experience that fundamentally changes something in the
respondents’ knowledge, perception or sometimes in their life circumstances. This initial experience
can be temporarily short or long, and it is perceived as very intense and transformative. In some cases,
fellow humans are involved as ‘guides’ of sorts, which mostly involuntarily point the attention of
the respondent towards different possibilities than the ones available to them beforehand. For most
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respondents, there seems to be a sort of breakthrough taking place, which offers a solution to, or respite
from, problems, difficult situations or trials of some sort which have been experienced.
In the shamanic literature, this is marked as the moment of introduction. In the accounts of
our respondents, this is simultaneous with a first experience of change. No recognition of signs by
others is mentioned, as is often the case in the literature on traditional forms of shamanism. This does
not mean that the signs are not present or visible, but rather that they are interpreted differently in
other cultural systems. Respondent 88 mentions being diagnosed with schizophrenia, which he later
recognizes as shamanic illness. Reading the signs is culture-dependent and pre-supposes a shared
culture; signs translate to symptoms which can be read through medical knowledge in the modern
world. As most forms of shamanism are not local forms of knowledge in the western context, they are
also not recognized as such. We suspect this is one of the reasons why recognition as a shaman by the
community is also not mentioned as important for our respondents.
The second moment or phase regarding agency in narratives is the regaining of one’s power
to act, which is based on a reappraisal of one’s identity, a new sense of self which, in all accounts,
is connected to the realization of being or being on the path of becoming a shaman. This is when most
respondents heal, either physically or psychologically, the previous situation that is characterized by a
loss of their power or will to act. They learn to deal with hardship, learn to diminish or control the force
of spirits, recognize events or entities for what they truly are (thus, things are also placed in a different
perspective). This phase includes, on the one hand, an acceptance of oneself and one’s powers and
limitations, but also a radical reappraisal of one’s relationship to those around them: the human and
beyond-human community. This reappraisal of the self comes with a new understanding of one’s role
in relationship to forces such as spirits, humans, plants, nature, animals but also a generic and abstract
humanity. A change also takes place in the relationship between one’s individual and collective past,
present and future, and also between different territories, lands, realms and cultures, which are not
considered as distinct from each other, but rather as complete parts of a coherent and harmonious
whole. This is the moment where one recognizes oneself as a shaman, or starts to understand one’s
previous life situations as trials and one’s relationship to other kinds of entities as shamanistic.
This phase of becoming a shaman is identified in the literature as the moment of initiation. In the
literature on traditional forms of shamanism, this moment is unpleasant, even dangerous, and a matter
of life and death to the shamans to be. In the accounts of our respondents, the initiation seems to be a
cognitive shift induced by an unusual but not truly unpleasant experience. Here, too, the emphasis
is placed on the experience and the shift experienced because of it. The experience centers around
a reappraisal of one’s own position in a complex universe populated by different beings, followed
by a re-evaluation of one’s tasks and role in relationship to self, human and non-human others and
also society and nature. Space and time gain different meaning and connections, among which those
of the shaman are seen as crucial. This shift resembles the process of self-actualization described by
Noll (1989) and the attainment of spiritual values resembling enlightenment which are sought by using
shamanism as a method (Znamenski 2007).
The third moment or phase regarding agency is that of mastery. Interestingly, here, the agency of
the individual in all accounts decreases once more, as the self bends at the will of the spirits for the
purpose of work for others, as ‘being of service’ is what is being done. This position is a consequence
of the reappraisal of one’s own position with regard to spirits, fellow humans and larger contexts,
such as nature. Simultaneously, this is the time when the respondents begin to learn to use the ‘doing’
of being a shaman, becoming masters of their own trade by applying the things learned, mostly from
the spirits, in practice.
This, in the literature, comes close to the final goal of being a shaman. Remarkably, the accounts
of our respondents here remind us of the traditional shamanism literature where the ultimate goal is
to serve the community of people by acting as a mediator between the spirits and humans. Despite
contemporary shamans not being recognized by a community and also not operating in relatively
small, tight and stable groups of people, the need for community and acting for more than the self is
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still expressed by most contemporary shamans. Although it seems that the part of becoming a shaman
is walked through developing the self, this is not the ultimate goal of the process. Instead, it is service
for the community and ‘work’ for the spirits that is articulated.
As agency undergoes a recognizable dynamic through the process of becoming a shaman, the same
can be said about the dynamic of authority. In all accounts, we see the clear authority that entities
mentioned as spirits, allies and helpers, which appear in the form of plants and animals, have over the
persons becoming shamans. Indeed, shamans seem to subordinate themselves both to their allies and to
spirits. No human authorities are mentioned, and no human teachers are placed in a position higher
than oneself. Humans are always mentioned in the role of peers. There is a lack of clarity about the
identity of the spirits. We notice some reluctance in individual accounts when speaking out on this topic.
In the literature, human and non-human authority are mentioned to the same degree and with
the same importance, especially in relation to apprenticeship. Lewis (2003) mentions the importance of
human and spirit teachers equally, as two different equally important stages in the process of becoming
a shaman. However, in these accounts, after the introduction and both before and after the initiation,
spirits seem to have the utmost authority, to which humans are unmatched.
Regarding the topic of community, respondents mention an abstract sense of ‘we’ (‘we are all
connected’ R71) regarding fellow humans, along with a smaller group of ‘clients’ who come to be helped
by the shaman. As a relationship with a human teacher is not mentioned, fellow humans are only
indirectly and impersonally important in the process of learning, through an introduction to shamanism,
through their books—here, Eliade’s influence could be mentioned again—or in the context of workshops.
Peers are discussed in responses to two different questions (Q12 and Q13): one during the discussion on
the similarities with peers, the other on the differences between the practitioner and fellow shamans.
Here, it is interesting to note that most respondents answer both questions in terms of differences,
highlighting the ways they are different from or unique among other (western) practitioners, and how
they follow traditional ways, indigenous lineages. ‘Core shamanism’ and new age shamanism are
mentioned in a depreciative way. Only the ability to offer healing and the use of ritual objects are
mentioned among the things that are similar between the respondents and their peer group.
In the literature, this is mentioned as neo-shamanisms’ use of traditions as a way to acquire
legitimacy (Lindquist 1997). Here, we also see an emphasis on the ‘techniques’ of shamanism as being
highlighted, which corresponds to Eliade’s (1964) ideas of cultural translations of transcultural motifs
and techniques, although the connection with ecstasy is only loosely present for our respondents.
Concerning becoming a shaman, our respondents talk about always knowing, or having a sense
that something was different for them, that they were spiritual or ‘mystic’ from a young age onwards.
While this difference did not make sense at first, it becomes meaningful after their first encounter with
shamanism. Learning about shamanism does not happen in a structured way: it seems to be based
on choices of the respondents themselves about how and what they do to learn, except when they are
being taught by spirits. Apprenticeship in our accounts is substituted by learning, and the relationship
of teacher–student between humans is replaced by learning independently or being taught directly by
spirits, with inspiration coming at times from fellow humans. Hardship seems to end with recognition,
which emerges in almost all cases after meeting shamanism. Trials stop when one regains one’s agency,
which, as discussed before, is connected to the moment of becoming a shaman. The moment of becoming
a shaman is experienced by most respondents as easing up on the unfavorable or confusing conditions
met before knowing about shamanism, and is not mentioned as outstandingly difficult. Recognition as a
shaman for our respondents is mostly made by the self and only at times by spirits.
In the literature, we see signs being mentioned, signs which signal to others that one has the
capacity to become or possibility of becoming a shaman. These signs are not certainties but indeed,
possibilities. Moreover, these signs are not necessarily recognized by oneself, but are meaningful
in a social setting, in a cultural context which can interpret these signs. This is directly related to
apprenticeship in traditional becoming models, where signs are taken upon as a beginning of an
apprenticeship with a human teacher, which also is connected to a period of hardship. These hardships
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mostly continue throughout a shaman’s full life, according to the literature on traditional shamanism,
with initiation being an outstandingly difficult process. Recognition in a traditional sense is a very
important step on the path of becoming a shaman. There is recognition and acceptance from the spirits,
but the literature highlights the central importance of social recognition: of accepting the skills and
due services of a shaman within one’s community. This last dimension is not present in our data;
self-recognition is paramount for our respondents.
Regarding extraordinary powers, only one of our respondents mentions the ability of using sound
as a radar. Besides being in communication with spirits, which respondents see as a way to properly
see and engage with reality, no other ‘extraordinary’ capacities are mentioned. Ecstasy as a modality of
engaging with reality is only mentioned explicitly by one of our respondents. Although ecstasy seems to
play an important role in both the literature on traditional and neo-shamanism (which we believe points
out the influence of Eliade’s work on both bodies of literature), we find little evidence of it in our data.
Moving between realms, journeying remains an important trope, although the respondents give
little information about the realms themselves. This is similar to the way sharing about spirits as
entities is treated by our respondents. According to our respondents, the function of the journeys to
the other realms is to gather knowledge and bring healing.
In the literature, one of the important functions of travelling, journeying between realms is
to guide the spirits of the dead members of the community to the right places. This function of
psychopomp is only mentioned once by one of our respondents, although differently than one might
suspect. The psychopomp experience is described by the respondent in a passive way, whereby the
psychopomp event was told to the respondent by a clairvoyant. Therefore, in this case the psychopomp
had already taken place while the respondent did not know about it until the clairvoyant told her.
The other respondents do not mention any psychopomp event at all.
5. Conclusions
Characteristics which are central to becoming and being a shaman are mentioned by the literature
discussing shamans and so-called neo-shamans. When we reflect on these by using our respondents’
accounts, all contemporary shamans based in the UK, we notice that most of the mentioned characteristics
and patterns do not fit neatly. Some characteristics from both bodies of literature are overrepresented,
while others are barely, if at all, mentioned.
We would like to highlight our finding concerning the role of the community in becoming and being
a shaman. From the narratives analyzed, we saw that recognizing themselves as shaman is paramount
for our respondents, although wanting to become a shaman is seen as a clear deficiency in actually
becoming one. While, for contemporary shamans, initial signs go unnoticed or are misinterpreted
by others and recognition as a shaman is an individual affair, service to the community in a larger
and more abstract sense than traditional shamanism allows remains central. In our interpretation,
this means a separation of modern shamanism from the specificity of exclusive local cultures and a
turn towards a larger and more encompassing idea of humanity, in which the shaman can then be of
service. We can speak of the individualization of the process of becoming a shaman, but that does
not make modern shamanism individual. This turn is not surprising given the influence of Eliade’s
legacy in emphasizing the universalism and primordiality of shamanism itself and the important role
of writers such as Harner (2009) in spreading interpretations of shamanism, which highlight a need for
the recovery of ‘archaic’ knowledge for the benefit of contemporary society. In this line of thought,
while shamanism itself is universal and ‘archaic’, universal social change can take place only through
individual transformation (Znamenski 2007, p. 257; see also Lindquist 2005). Western practitioners of
shamanism are experimenting with local traditions, but at the same time refer to the universal nature
of shamanic practices, as one of our reviewers has pointed out. They also engage with a broad idea of
humanity which goes beyond such universalism and resembles modern forms of spirituality (Heelas
and Woodhead 2005).
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Looking at the powers a shaman develops, learns and then uses, we see a turn towards an
increase, if not exclusivity, in the role of spirits. While shamans seem to learn less from human
teachers, their connection to allies and spirits is hierarchical and based on obeisance. Shamans do not
express any doubts with regards to the identity or wishes of their spirits. However, for us, it remains
unclear who these spirits are and if our respondents are referring to the same of different entities.
The powers the shamans in our sample mention seem less extraordinary then those mentioned in the
literature. Do respondents refrain from speaking about such things, or is this something that they do
not experience? In any case, we see a turn towards non-human forms of authority both while becoming
and being a shaman. This is also the first way in which modern shamans claim authenticity: through
direct connection and subordination to the spirits. They seem to lose agency, but gain authenticity,
through this way of relating.
Much highlighted by our respondents is the difference between themselves and other practitioners.
Unique characteristics and divergences, made on the basis of differences among different traditions
and references to unbroken lines of initiation, are highlighted. In this sense, our respondents try to
connect to traditional forms of shamanism and claim their legitimacy. This can be seen as a second
way of claiming authenticity.
We rarely heard anything about who or what spirits are, the importance of ecstasy and the
psychopomp role of the shaman. The results presented in this paper are limited by the particular
sample used, and a more thorough discussion of the results could be enhanced through adding
contextual factors as variables within the discussion. We cannot say, based on our material, what the
reason behind this could be. If these specific aspects of shamanism are changing in content or importance
is as yet unclear, and more research is needed to answer. For this reason, research on contemporary
shamanism must not be limited by the supposed divergence between traditional shamanism and
neo-shamanism. Instead, contemporary shamanism must be understood as a widespread, manifold
and multifaceted phenomenon, which is not as different from traditional forms of shamanism as one
might suspect. To this end, studying narratives of personal experience adds invaluable insights.
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Appendix A
Overview of survey questions used for this article (essay question EQ; multiple choice question
MCQ which included the option ‘other:’):
Q3. Can I ask you to describe how you found shamanism/ how shamanism found you? (EQ)
Q4. What kind of knowledge/skills would make you a shaman if you do not consider yourself
already one? Which knowledge/skill matters for you the most if you are already a shaman? (EQ)
Q6. Did you receive a formal education as a shaman? For how long were you trained? (EQ)
Q8. Did you receive an initiation? If so, what kind of initiation? Was it a performed ritual,
by another shaman, or did the initiation occur in another way? (EQ)
Q9. In what way has your interest in shamanism changed you (if applicable)? (EQ)
Q12. What are the similarities between you and other shamans/practitioners of shamanism? (EQ)
Q13. What are the differences between you and others shamans/practitioners of shamanism? (EQ)
Q38. What is your age? (MCQ)
Q39. What is your gender? (MCQ)
Q40. What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? If currently enrolled,
highest degree received. (MCQ)
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Q42. Do you live in . . . (MCQ)
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